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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
This pack includes tests that assess standards covering key ideas and 
details. I have aligned them with Common Core, but because reading 
comprehension skills are assessed similarly across the board, you can 
easily use these even if you don’t use Common Core. 

In the bottom left-hand corner of each page, there is a symbol. These 
denote the grade level of the passage and questions. 

2nd grade         3rd grade 4th grade          5th grade

I have written four levels of passages in fiction and nonfiction genres, as 
well as three levels of questions for each standard. This is to allow for 
differentiation for your learners. For instance, if a student is reading on 
a 3rd grade level in 5th grade, you might still give him the 5th grade 
questions, but give the 3rd grade passage. This will truly assess if he can 
perform the skill, not if he can read the passage given. Of course, you don’t 
have to do this, it is just one of the many options I’ve provided in this pack. 

I created a variety of long and short passages, as well as questions for 
each standard for each passage. The questions are not numbered so that 
you can mix and match them to create a longer test covering the skills you 
desire, or use them independently. I included the short passages with their 
grade level appropriate questions on one page*, but also on two separate 
pages so that you may still mix and match the passage levels and questions 
if you’d like. 

Thank you!
~Jivey    ideasbyjivey@gmail.com

*second grade passages do not have questions
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS

~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~
assess for ONE standard:

example- one long passage and two short passages

example- four short passages (fiction and/or nonfiction)

The ways to combine the texts and standards are ENDLESS, 
but these next pages offer several suggestions. 

There is no limit to the number of tests that can be made with this pack!
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~

assess MULTIPLE standards:

example- questions for all standards with only one passage

example- questions for two standards with two passages
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~

assess MULTIPLE genres AND standards:

example- save paper with text and questions on first page
(with fiction and nonfiction)

example- four different short passages
assessing only two standards (with fiction and nonfiction) 

NONFICTION

FICTION
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~
assess grade level skills with a lower grade level text:

3rd grade level text

5th grade level questions
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HOW TO USE THESE ASSESSMENTS
~MIX AND MATCH POSSIBILITIES~
assess grade level skills with a higher grade level text:

4th grade level text

3rd grade level questions
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Chickees

Native Americans had to build their houses using 
natural resources. They also had to be sure their house fit 
their environment to help them survive. 

The Seminole Native Americans lived in the 
Southeast. It was very swampy where they lived. They built 
their houses, called chickees, using only palmetto trees. The 
chickees were made with long wooden posts on each corner, 
almost like stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In 
such a hot and humid climate, they didn’t need them. The 
breeze blew through their houses to keep them cool. The 
roof was made of palm leaves woven together. It was a 
steep roof to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy 
rainstorms, the Seminole would attach tarps made of animal 
hide to the sides. This would help keep them dry inside their 
chickee. The tarps could also be hung to help stay warm when 
it sometimes got cold. The floor was raised 
three or four feet to keep swamp animals 
out of their house. A ladder was needed 
to get in and out of their home. 

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Why didn’t the chickees have walls?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY



Why didn’t the chickees have walls?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

© jivey

The Seminole lived in a hot and humid climate, so they didn’t build walls on 

their houses to help keep cool. 

The roof of the chickee was steep so the rain would roll off, and they would 

hang tarps during heavy rainstorms. 

The main natural resource the Seminole used was the palmetto tree. 

Answer these questions about Chickees. 

R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Provide details from the text that support the main idea.

Use Chickees to complete the activity.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

The Seminoles built their chickees
from natural resources.

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Provide details from the text that support the main idea.

Use Chickees to complete the activity.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

The Seminoles built their chickees
from natural resources.

Chickees were 
built using only 

palmetto 
trees. The chickees

were made 
with long 

wooden posts 
on each corner.

The roof was 
made of palm 
leaves woven 

together.

*Also could mention the tarps made of hide. 

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Why was it important for the chickees to be raised off the 

ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How are chickees different from your house? List as many 

differences as you can using the text. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.3

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY



Why was it important for the chickees to be raised off the ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How are chickees different from your house? List as many differences as you can 

using the text. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

© jivey

Chickees were built in the swamp, so they needed to be raised so they stayed 

out of the wet ground and kept swamp animals out. 

Possible differences students might have: Chickees were built in swampy areas.

Chickees were raised on posts like stilts. There weren’t any walls. The roof 

was made of palm leaves and it was very steep. Tarps were hung to stay dry 

and/or warm. The floor was raised three or four feet and a ladder was 

needed to get in and out of the house. 

Answer these questions about Chickees. 

R.3

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house fit their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast. It was very 

swampy where they lived. They built their houses, called chickees, using only 
palmetto trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on each corner, 
almost like stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a hot and humid 
climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their houses to keep 
them cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together. It was a steep roof 
to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would attach 
tarps made of animal hide to the sides. This would help keep them dry inside their 
chickee. The tarps could also be hung to help stay warm when it 
sometimes got cold. The floor was raised three or four feet to 
keep swamp animals out of their house. A ladder was needed to 
get in and out of their home. 

Why didn’t the chickees have walls?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house fit their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast. It was very 

swampy where they lived. They built their houses, called chickees, using only 
palmetto trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on each corner, 
almost like stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a hot and humid 
climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their houses to keep 
them cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together. It was a steep roof 
to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would attach 
tarps made of animal hide to the sides. This would help keep them dry inside their 
chickee. The tarps could also be hung to help stay warm when it 
sometimes got cold. The floor was raised three or four feet to 
keep swamp animals out of their house. A ladder was needed to 
get in and out of their home. 

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

The Seminoles built their chickees
from natural resources.

Provide details from the text that support the main idea.

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house fit their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast. It was very 

swampy where they lived. They built their houses, called chickees, using only 
palmetto trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on each corner, 
almost like stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a hot and humid 
climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their houses to keep 
them cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together. It was a steep roof 
to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would attach 
tarps made of animal hide to the sides. This would help keep them dry inside their 
chickee. The tarps could also be hung to help stay warm when it 
sometimes got cold. The floor was raised three or four feet to 
keep swamp animals out of their house. A ladder was needed to 
get in and out of their home. 

Why was it important for the chickees to be raised off the ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How are chickees different from your house? List as many differences as you can 

using the text. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.3

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees

Native Americans had to build their houses using 
natural resources. They also had to be sure their house fit 
their environment to help them survive. 

The Seminole Native Americans lived in the 
Southeast where there were many marshes and swamps. 
They built their houses, called chickees, using only palmetto 
trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on 
each corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their 
houses. In such a hot and humid climate, they didn’t need 
them. The breeze blew through their houses to keep them 
cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together, 
called palm thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the 
rain roll off easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would 
stay dry by attaching tarps made of animal hide to the sides. 
The tarps were also hung to help stay warm when it 
occasionally got cold. The floor was raised 
three or four feet to keep swamp animals 
out of their chickee. They used a ladder 
to get in and out of their home. 

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Where in the text does the author tell you the chickees

helped keep the Seminole safe? Quote the text.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY



What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Where in the text does the author tell you the chickees helped keep the Seminole 

safe? Quote the text.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

© jivey

The main natural resource the Seminole used was the palmetto tree. 

The roof of the chickee was steep so the rain would roll off, and they would 

hang tarps during heavy rainstorms. 

In the second paragraph, the author says “The floor was raised three or 

four feet to keep swamp animals out of their chickee.” 

Answer these questions about Chickees. 

R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Fill in the missing information:

Write a summary of the text:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Use Chickees to complete the activity.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

MAIN IDEA:

KEY DETAIL 1:
Chickees were 
built using only 
palmetto trees. KEY DETAIL 2:

The roof was 
made of palm 
leaves woven 

together. 

KEY DETAIL 3:

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Fill in the missing information:

Write a summary of the text:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Use Chickees to complete the activity.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

MAIN IDEA: The Seminoles built 
their chickees from natural 
resources.

KEY DETAIL 1:
Chickees were 
built using only 
palmetto trees. KEY DETAIL 2:

The roof was 
made of palm 
leaves woven 

together. 

KEY DETAIL 3:
The chickees

were made with 
long wooden 

posts on each 
corner.

*Also could 
mention the tarps 

made of hide. 

The Seminoles built their chickees in the swampy areas of the 

Southeast using only palmetto trees. Their chickees kept them 

cool and safe. 

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Why was it important for the chickees to be raised off the 

ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminoles’ chickees fit their environment? Prove 
with evidence. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.3

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY



Why was it important for the chickees to be raised off the ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminoles’ chickees fit their environment? Prove with evidence. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

© jivey

Chickees were built in the swamp, so they needed to be raised so they stayed 

out of the wet ground and kept swamp animals out. 

The Seminole lived in a hot and humid climate, so they built houses with no 

walls to stay cool. They also raised their floors to stay out of the swamps 

and to keep the swamp animals out. 

Answer these questions about Chickees. 

R.3

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house fit their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast where there 

were many marshes and swamps. They built their houses, called chickees, using 
only palmetto trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on each 
corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a hot and 
humid climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their houses to 
keep them cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together, called palm 
thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy 
rainstorms, the Seminole would stay dry by attaching tarps made of animal hide to 
the sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay warm when it 
occasionally got cold. The floor was raised three or four feet 
to keep swamp animals out of their chickee. They used a ladder 
to get in and out of their home. 

What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Where in the text does the author tell you the chickees helped keep the Seminole 

safe? Quote the text.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY



Fill in the missing information:

Write a summary of the text:

______________________________________________________

© jivey

Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house fit their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast where there 

were many marshes and swamps. They built their houses, called chickees, using 
only palmetto trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on each 
corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a hot and 
humid climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their houses to 
keep them cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together, called palm 
thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy 
rainstorms, the Seminole would stay dry by attaching tarps made of animal hide to 
the sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay warm when it 
occasionally got cold. The floor was raised three or four feet 
to keep swamp animals out of their chickee. They used a ladder 
to get in and out of their home. 
Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

MAIN IDEA:

KEY DETAIL 1:
Chickees were 
built using only 

palmetto 
trees. 

KEY DETAIL 2:
The roof was made of palm 

leaves woven together. 

KEY DETAIL 3:

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house fit their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast where there 

were many marshes and swamps. They built their houses, called chickees, using 
only palmetto trees. The chickees were made with long wooden posts on each 
corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a hot and 
humid climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their houses to 
keep them cool. The roof was made of palm leaves woven together, called palm 
thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the rain roll off easily. In heavy 
rainstorms, the Seminole would stay dry by attaching tarps made of animal hide to 
the sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay warm when it 
occasionally got cold. The floor was raised three or four feet 
to keep swamp animals out of their chickee. They used a ladder 
to get in and out of their home. 

Why was it important for the chickees to be raised off the ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole’s chickee fit their environment? Prove with evidence. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.3

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Chickees

Native Americans had to build their houses using 
natural resources. They also had to be sure their house 
suited their environment to help them survive. 

The Seminole Native Americans lived in the 
Southeast where there were many marshes and swamps. 
They built their houses, called chickees, using only palmetto 
trees. The chickees were constructed with long wooden posts 
on each corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on 
their houses. In such a hot and humid climate, they didn’t 
need them. The breeze blew through their houses to keep 
them cool. The roof was assembled with palm leaves woven 
together, called palm thatch. The thatched roof was steep to 
help the rain roll off easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole 
would stay dry by attaching tarps made of animal hide to the 
sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay warm when it 
occasionally got cold. The floor was elevated 
three or four feet to keep swamp animals 
out of their chickee. They used a ladder 
to get in and out of their home. 

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Where in the text does the author tell you the chickees

helped keep the Seminole safe? Quote the text.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY



What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Where in the text does the author tell you the chickees helped keep the Seminole 

safe? Quote the text.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

© jivey

The main natural resource the Seminole used was the palmetto tree. 

The roof of the chickee was steep so the rain would roll off, and they would 

hang tarps during heavy rainstorms. 

In the second paragraph, the author says “The floor was elevated 

three or four feet to keep swamp animals out of their chickee..” 

Answer these questions about Chickees. 

R.1

PREVIEW

COPYRIGHT

JIVEY
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Fill in the missing information:

Write a summary of the text:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Use Chickees to complete the activity.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

MAIN IDEA:

KEY DETAIL 1:
Chickees were 
built using only 
palmetto trees. KEY DETAIL 2:

KEY DETAIL 3:
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Fill in the missing information:

Write a summary of the text:

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Use Chickees to complete the activity.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

MAIN IDEA: The Seminoles built 
their chickees from natural 
resources.

KEY DETAIL 1:
Chickees were 
built using only 
palmetto trees. KEY DETAIL 2:

The roof was 
made of palm 
leaves woven 

together. 

KEY DETAIL 3:
The chickees

were made with 
long wooden 

posts on each 
corner.

*Also could 
mention the tarps 

made of hide. 

The Seminoles built their chickees in the swampy areas of the 

Southeast using only palmetto trees. Their chickees kept them 

cool and safe. 
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Why was it important for the chickees to be elevated off the 

ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Quote evidence from the text to show how the Seminoles’ 
chickees suited their environment.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.3
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Why was it important for the chickees to be elevated off the ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Quote evidence from the text to show how the Seminoles’ chickees suited their 

environment.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

© jivey

Chickees were built in the swamp, so they needed to be elevated so they 

stayed out of the wet ground and kept swamp animals out. . 

The Seminole lived in a hot and humid climate, so they built houses with no 

walls to stay cool. They also raised their floors to stay out of the swamps 

and to keep the swamp animals out. 

Answer these questions about Chickees. 
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house suited their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast where there 

were many marshes and swamps. They built their houses, called chickees, using 
only palmetto trees. The chickees were constructed with long wooden posts on 
each corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a 
hot and humid climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their 
houses to keep them cool. The roof was assembled with palm leaves woven 
together, called palm thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the rain roll off 
easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would stay dry by attaching tarps made 
of animal hide to the sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay 
warm when it occasionally got cold. The floor was elevated 
three or four feet to keep swamp animals out of their chickee. 
They used a ladder to get in and out of their home. 

What was the main natural resource used by the Seminole?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

How did the Seminole stay dry?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Where in the text does the author tell you the chickees helped keep the Seminole 

safe? Quote the text.

______________________________________________________

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.1
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house suited their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast where there 

were many marshes and swamps. They built their houses, called chickees, using 
only palmetto trees. The chickees were constructed with long wooden posts on 
each corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a 
hot and humid climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their 
houses to keep them cool. The roof was assembled with palm leaves woven 
together, called palm thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the rain roll off 
easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would stay dry by attaching tarps made 
of animal hide to the sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay 
warm when it occasionally got cold. The floor was elevated 
three or four feet to keep swamp animals out of their chickee. 
They used a ladder to get in and out of their home. 
Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.2

Fill in the missing information:

Write a summary of the text:

______________________________________________________

MAIN IDEA:

KEY DETAIL 1:
Chickees were 
built using only 

palmetto 
trees. 

KEY DETAIL 2:

KEY DETAIL 3:
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Chickees
Native Americans had to build their houses using natural resources. 

They also had to be sure their house suited their environment to help them survive. 
The Seminole Native Americans lived in the Southeast where there 

were many marshes and swamps. They built their houses, called chickees, using 
only palmetto trees. The chickees were constructed with long wooden posts on 
each corner, similar to stilts. There weren’t any walls on their houses. In such a 
hot and humid climate, they didn’t need them. The breeze blew through their 
houses to keep them cool. The roof was assembled with palm leaves woven 
together, called palm thatch. The thatched roof was steep to help the rain roll off 
easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would stay dry by attaching tarps made 
of animal hide to the sides. The tarps were also hung to help stay 
warm when it occasionally got cold. The floor was elevated 
three or four feet to keep swamp animals out of their chickee. 
They used a ladder to get in and out of their home. 

Answer these questions about Chickees.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
R.3

Why was it important for the chickees to be elevated off the ground?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Quote evidence from the text to show how the Seminoles’ chickees suited their 

environment.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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Chickees
Native Americans built their houses using natural 

resources. Their house fit their environment to help them 
survive. 

The Seminole Native Americans lived in the 
Southeast. It was very swampy where they lived. They 
built houses called chickees. Chickees were made with 
palmetto trees. They had long wooden posts on each 
corner, almost like stilts. There weren’t any walls. They 
didn’t need them because it was very hot and humid. The 
breeze blew through their houses to keep them cool. The 
Native Americans would weave palm leaves together. The 
palm leaves made their steep roof. This helped the rain roll 
off easily. In heavy rainstorms, the Seminole would hang 
animal hide tarps from the sides. This helped keep them 
dry inside their chickee. The tarps could also be hung to 
help stay warm when it sometimes got cold. 
The floor was raised off the ground
three or four feet. This helped keep 
swamp animals out of their house. They 
used a ladder to get in and out of their
chickee.

Name: _________________________________ Date: ____________
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